
The Calvin Translation Project
has recieved a

Matching Grant of $5,000! 

What is the “Calvin Translation HOWEVER - 
Project?” (CTP)

T r a n s l a t i o n ,  
There are very few (if any) Reformed e s p e c i a l l y  o f  

commentaries on the Old Testament in theological material, 
Spanish, and none of John Calvin’s is a tedious, slow and 
commentaries on the OT had been costly endeavor.  
translated as of a couple years ago.  We Great care must be 
at CLIR (Latin American Fellowship of taken in making a 
Reformed Churches) have as one of our faithful translation.  
goals to provide Reformed literature for There are often 
the churches of Latin America.  God Hebrew and Greek references in 
provided us with printing presses, and these books.  In five years CLIR has only 
capable translators, and we have taken managed to get two OT commentaries 
up the challenge! into Spanish.  

In light of the slow progress, CLIR 
In 2007 CLIR published 1000 copies of proposed the “CTP Project” - or the 

Calvin’s commentary on Jonah (the first “Calvin Translation Project”.  Our next 
OT commentary by Calvin in Spanish!), commentary is Genesis.  We have a good 
and we made a second printing of 500 translator ready to go - and the printing 
copies two years ago which are almost presses already have ink on them!  
sold out as well. We are thankful to the 
Lord for this clear response to a very real 
need for solid biblical resources!

CLIR will publish Calvin’s commentary An anonymous donor has offered 
on Joel this year.  The text is translated, $5,000 as a matching donation to get  
and the files are ready. Calvin’s commentary on Genesis into 

print!  

 

THE GOOD NEWS

We ask you to consider making a 
contribution to this worthy cause.  In 
this way we can take advantage of the 
generosity of this matching grant! 

  

The ministry of Rev. Bill Green and Rev. Nick Lammé

CLIR
Latin American Fellowship of Reformed Churches 



How to make your donation 
to take advantage of the

MATCHING GRANT OF $5,000
for translating John Calvin’s commentary

on Genesis

Bethany URC
Attn: JVC
5401 Byron Center Ave
Wyoming, MI 49519

Thunder Bay United Reformed Church
PO Box 32012, 572 Arthur St. W
Thunder Bay, ON P7E0A1
Canada

Send your tax deductible donation to
the address below. 

** Remember to tag it:  “CTP Project” **

In Canada:

In the United States:

Thank you for considering this project
which will benefit church leaders 

for years to come!
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